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1. One of the advantages of Field trip is that it helps students to appreciate 
professionals in agriculture and motivates them for a _______in agriculture.

     	--->> career

     	      carier

     	      cariage

     	      cargo

2. Discussion Method is a participatory approach in which learners express their 
______about an issue

     	      explanation

     	      illustration

     	      advice

     	--->> opinion

3. Scheme of work consists of units, topics, concepts and ____ to be covered within a 
stated period of time

     	      text

     	      thesus

     	--->> theme

     	      thesis

4. Reading glass should be an improvised option for _____ lens

     	      leg

     	--->> hand

     	      micro

     	      forward

5. The full meaning of FRIN is______ Research Institutes of Nigeria.
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     	      Forest

     	--->> Forestry

     	      Foerst

     	      Firstry

6. Details of what should be taught during the term or semester are enunciated in the 
______

     	--->> syliabus

     	      lesson

     	      scheme

     	      answer

7. Theodolite, pegs and measuring tape are Farm ___tools

     	      field

     	      surplus

     	      surve

     	--->> survey

8. The word Lecture has its etymological roots in the Latin word called________

     	--->> lectus

     	      lectos

     	      lectas

     	      lectis

9. Magazine is an example instructional material that is classified into___

     	      journal

     	      polish

     	      book

     	--->> Print
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10. Ethno science allows learners to critically re-assess __beliefs that are in tandem 
with scientific concepts

     	      tradition

     	      college

     	--->> culture

     	      cutrea
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